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The Comprehensive Consumer Credit Reporting Reform Act of 2019:  

Initial Observations for Furnishers 

 

In connection with the House Financial Services hearing on February 26, 2019 on credit reporting issues, 

Chairwoman Waters released a discussion draft of the Comprehensive Consumer Credit Reporting 

Reform Act of 2019 (the “Act”).  While the path for adoption of the Act as drafted is narrow, AFSA urges 

its member companies to review the Act and consider alternative proposals that would help consumers 

without undue harm to data furnishers.   

Some of the particularly challenging aspect of the Act are: 

 Elimination of discretion under the Fair Credit Reporting Act (“FCRA”) 

  

The FCRA allows consumer reporting agencies (“CRAs”)1 and data furnishers2 discretion to 

disregard a dispute that is frivolous or irrelevant.  The Act proposes eliminating this discretion, 

which would have the effect of significantly increasing the volume of disputes that CRAs and 

furnishers will have to process.3   

 

 Provisions supporting credit disputes submitted by third parties 

 

The Act requires CRAs to process disputes that originate from third parties absent clear and 

convincing evidence that the third party was not authorized by the consumer.4  Many of the 

duplicative and frivolous credit disputes that are burdening AFSA members come from 

unscrupulous credit repair organizations who indiscriminately issue large volumes of disputes.  

Codifying an obligation to treat disputes from third parties in the same manner as direct 

disputes will increase the already overwhelming volume of disputes. 

 

 Burdensome disclosure requirements 

 

In several instances, the Act proposes burdensome additional requirements to disclosure 

requirements.  A new element of certain disclosures is translation into the “10 most commonly 

spoken languages, other than English, in the United States, as determined by the Bureau of the 

Census on an ongoing basis.”5  Furthermore, where disclosures are to be made on websites, 

                                                           
1 15 U.S.C. § 1681i(a)(3). 
2 15 U.S.C. § 1681s-2(a)(8)(F). 
3 Act §§ 101(a); 104(d).   
4 Act page 58, line 4-17. 
5 Act § 704. 
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there are requirements for disclosures to be made “in formats accessible to individuals with 

hearing or vision impairments.”6 

 

 Staffing requirements 

 

The Act requires the CFPB to draft rules that will impose certain staffing requirements on CRAs 

and furnishers.  Among other things, this rule will require CRAs and furnishers “to the maximum 

extent reasonable practicable” to ensure that customer service staff handling disputes or 

appeals will be available evenings and weekends.7  Further, at least one representative must be 

“fluent in each of the 10 most commonly spoken languages, other than English, in the United 

States, as determined by the Bureau of the Census on an ongoing basis.”8 

 

 Supervision of credit scoring models 

 

The Act requires the CFPB to draft regulations applicable to persons that create, maintain, or 

purchase credit scoring models used in making credit decisions.9  The purpose of the rule will be 

to establish standards for validating the accuracy and predictive value of the models.  The CFPB 

will periodically assess the models to determine if any factor or weighting of factors is 

inappropriate.   

 

 New requirements for auto lenders (including indirect) 

 

The Act includes requirements for auto lenders who receive consumer reports or scores in 

connection with an application for a loan or lease.10  The lender will have to provide new 

disclosures, and the lender cannot charge the consumer (directly or indirectly) for the cost of 

the consumer report or score.11   

 

 Restricting use of consumer reports for employment screening purposes 

 

The Act proposes limits to use of consumer reports for employment purposes, except where 

required by other law.12  The Act justifies this approach by observing “consumer reports are 

inaccurate and may be ‘contaminated by events that are sometimes outside a person’s 

control.’”   

                                                           
6 Act page 63, line 1.   
7 Act page 174, line 9. 
8 Id., line 13. 
9 Act page 138, line 11. 
10 Act § 606. 
11 Id. 
12 Act § 201. 


